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Wednesday 28th April
We depart Auckland. Kirstie, Shanis and Victoria, see us off for the 12hr flight to Bangkok.
The temperature is 32’C and we stay at the Novotel Suvarnabhumi. There is no customs, it
was easy to find the courtesy vehicle; our names were on a list. Check in was very efficient,
the hotel was nice and close to airport. It was noted that Greg had a ‘cute’ bag.

Thursday 29th March
We boarded the 10:40 flight to Katmandu, a Boeing 777 with a camera in nose so we could
watch take off. Good food, lots of crew who seemed to be available the whole flight. Maybe
there is a lesson there for Air NZ and Qantas.
At 1230 we arrived in Katmandu. 1st world aeroplane, 3rd world terminal. We met Paul
Rogers, the guide, and were taken to the Tibet hotel. There are narrow dirty streets, many
small shops and lots of people sitting around. We met Frank, a heart surgeon from
Sacramento, USA, who is off to climb Everest with Adventure Consultants, a nice chap who
has climbed quite a few peaks around the world and is also a keen hunter
We met Tashi Tenzing, the grandson of the Tenzing. Went for a walk to Thamel shopping
centre, took a wrong turn then walked right around the royal palace with its armed guards,
pill boxes and ‘can’t see over’ concrete wall.
It is a total slum with sewage everywhere, running down the street and the local creek was
like an open sewer. We had a look in a temple on the edge of the palace grounds. Four

armed guards, no photos allowed; the place looked like it had just had a very cheap paint job
with some dirty paint.

We headed back onto Lazimat Street and continued south, ending up in some shopping area
– a disgrace, full of rubbish. No wonder the people are so small, they must permanently have
the shits. Shops are so small you can’t stand up in them. There are fish, un-gutted with flies
all over them. It is very hard to describe the smell. No white men in this part of town.

We made our way up north to the tourist shop streets, which were cleaner, but still very
narrow. There is constant tooting as motor bikes and cars make their way through the
crowds, lots of 3-wheel bikes and taxies. If you ask for directions, they always tell you
something, even if they don’t have a clue what you have asked them. Finally found Fire and
Ice Pizza (a safe place to eat) - great food. Everest beer was not too bad either.
The walk home was dark at 1900 hours. We took a wrong turn and ended up in more slums,
with small shops, bars etc. and people sitting surrounded by their large volume of stock. Noone seemed to be buying much. We eventually made our way back to Hotel Tibet, buying a
Mera Peak map along the way (made the shop owners day 850 R or $12 US)

Friday 30th March
At 0500hrs gear was laid out for 0800hrs inspection. I was still trying to figure out the GPS
my mate Gary gave me. Paul R (the guide) just informed us that we have to move hotels;
Yanks want this one for the people working on embassy. We moved to the Hotel GangJong,
which is a bit flasher. Then we had a briefing, not much detail at this stage. After, we went to
Thamel to get some more kit.

Rex (Aussie, ex kiwi on Everest base camp trip), Frank, Greg, Paul the guide, and I strolled
down the street and ended up a bit close to a cobra in a basket. I didn’t see it until I heard
the flute and looked down too late to do much about it as the mouth of the thing almost
brushed my bare leg. Frank who was behind me leapt to the outside of the footpath letting
everyone know in no uncertain terms that they are deadly poisonous. We bought kit
including down gloves and glacier glasses. Went to Fire and Ice for pizza lunch again and
walked back. Shops around here are a bit more up market; streets had been cleaned by hand
overnight. The French embassy was just down the road. I then went for a massage - an okay
girl who walked on back and was very friendly. Her brother, Tasi, studied in Australia.
We went to Tashi Tenzing’s place for dinner. The traffic was very thick on the way out.
Candles only at his house till the power came on about 8.30pm. This is apparently normal.
We met Klara Polackova, a Czechoslovakian woman who Tashi is guiding up Everest next.
One gutsy woman! She climbed Cho Oyu last year with Tashi, looked at Everest from the
summit and decided to do that too, so went home and organised sponsorship.
Tashi is one amazing man; this will be his 3rd summit of Everest. He has followed
Shackleton’s route over the mountains in the South Georgia Islands. He has climbed most
Himalayan peaks, traveled widely and is a really nice bloke. He dropped us back at the hotel
about 2200hrs.

Saturday 31st March
We set out on foot for Monkey Hill temple, got to the palace and a young chap called Suraj,
14 years old, decided to be our guide. This guy was a bright fellow and knew everything from
cricket to local and international politics. “No fee you pay me, at the end if you want” so off
we went through the back streets.

The streets are very narrow and poverty is obvious everywhere. Some of the streets in the
beginning are sealed but eventually give way to dirt and dust with sewerage flowing down
the gutters and dirty, malnourished kids lying on the foot path asleep alongside the many
sleeping dogs. We walk for several kilometres eventually crossing what was once a river but
now an open sewer with rubbish piled on the banks and pigs there for a free feed. Our guide
points out that those pigs are not for the table.
We wander up a hill thinking we may get a view over the city but the smog is too thick with
visibility down to a few hundred meters. We round a corner to witness 10 people, adults and
kids, board a small 4 door Suzuki taxi.

Around the next corner we come to the entrance to Monkey Hill. Several hundred steps lead
up to the combined Hindu Buddhist temple. There are lots of people around here trying to
sell you junk, red patches for your forehead or just plain beg for money. The place is quite
dirty as are the monkeys of which there are many as we climb the steps. Nearly at the top
we are directed into a booth where as we are not locals (pretty observant these guys) we are
parted with a few rupees. Finally at the top there is a sea of people to pray or make
offerings to the gods, mainly locals with the odd tourist amongst the crowd. Lots of stalls
around the place as these people try to scratch out a living.

We wander down the other side, under the thousands of prayer flags stretched from one
hilltop to the next. Our guide asks us where we would like to go next; we say Patan; he offers
to organize a cab for us; we, to his surprise, decline and say we would rather walk. He
explains how most tourists would get a taxi. We offer to terminate his services but he
declines and says he will walk with us.
Off we go down the hill and along the flat encountering wacky backy growing on the side of
the road untouched. Soon we come to a museum/gallery. We pay our money and take a
look around. There is not much in the place over 100 years old. A reasonably extensive gun
collection in one area but it is poorly maintained and most pieces are rusting. Not sure what
this one is??

We watched with amusement as 3 guys mowed the lawn, two giving instructions and one
pushing the motor mower and they still managed to do a half-arsed job.
As we left I tried to have a bit of a yarn with the armed soldier on the gate. I could see five or
six live 5.56mm rounds in his clear plastic magazine on something that looked a bit like a Colt
M16. According to him it was an Indian version. Unfortunately he was a bit more interested
in his girly magazine than he was in talking to me. Like most soldiers’ firearms I saw it was
rusty and poorly maintained.

Off we wandered to Patan though several more kilometres of slums and dirt. Amongst all the
dirt there was manufacturing going on in little clusters. We passed groups of factories where
they were all making cheap mattresses then another group who were all making metal
boxes from sheet metal. This went on and included furniture, kerosene cookers, bed
spreads, bike repair shops and retail of various types.
We crossed the river again to see cows grazing on the grass in the middle of the sewerage.
We couldn’t establish if these things were edible or their milk drinkable. We saw a family of
5 of out for the day, all on their 250cc Honda motorbike. Yes dad, the driver, had a helmet.
After a few hours we reached Durbar square in Patan. Yep, you guessed it, more temples.
The people were swanning around and queueing up to make offerings. To me it looked like
someone hiding inside these things was making a fortune. Couldn’t establish from our guide
who the person was inside taking these offerings because apparently no one gets to see him.
Must be a bit of a lonely life!!!

By this stage our guide was running out of energy so we trotted him and his mate, who just
happened to run into him at lunch time, up to a café for some food. We weren’t sure if this
was a safe place to eat but there were some Europeans there who had eaten and were still
alive so we took a chance on some pizza. Greg gave the guide and his mate a listen to his Ipod. They seemed to be impressed with his taste in music as they tucked into their lunch.

We then headed north back across another bridge over the sewerage. This time there were
people in the sewerage digging for shingle, which they put into buckets and carried to the
river bank, piling it up to dry and I presume sell to the local builders. Talk about a shit job that one has to take the cake.

As we wandered north we came back into the busier part of the town passing a huge
conference centre at Naya Baneswar, where thousands of people were gathered in the
grounds. Sometime later we came across the Dwarika’s Hotel so we called into see Klara
Polackova, our newly acquainted Czech Republic Everest mountaineer friend. It was time to
pay our guide off so we handed him 1500rupee (about 32NZD or a month’s rent for his
mother). He looked really sad to leave. We had to give him credit for gutsing it out for the
day and not giving up.

We had a bite to eat and a yarn with Klara. I had a beer or two. Greg was on a no drink
alcohol till after the climb campaign.
We continued north again for another few kilometers then headed west through more back
streets towards our hotel. The map we had wasn’t too accurate but with the assistance of
the sun, a compass and a bit of good luck a few hours later we came out of a side street right
opposite our hotel. I have since figured out on a map that we walked over 30 kilometers; I
even got a small blister on my heel from the boat shoes I was wearing.
The rest of the team was somewhat surprised when we told them of our stroll around
Kahtmandu.

Sunday 1 April
Had breakfast with the team. There was a funny article in the Himalayan Times about
Everest being only 28,000 feet. They went into great detail about some new GPS technology
which was used to measure it. Those that read on to the continued story on page 3 found
out the truth - it was an April Fool’s day joke.
We went to Thimal and had lunch. In the evening we had a team dinner in Thamel at
another supposedly safe place to eat!! We took our first group photo. Dispatch sent.

Monday 2 April
0500 hours kit was loaded in the van and we were off to the airport. It was total chaos with
porters running around moving things from A to B and back again, but it all seemed to work.
Sam has been throwing up and Greg is also a bit sick. The airport terminal has now been
cleared after a token bag search and body pat. We are bussed across the tarmac to a Dornier
228-220k Aircraft 20 seater. The altitude at the airport is 1385 m.

We sat in the terminal for some time with lots of people standing around including two
platoons of soldiers, who ran past out of step, with rifles and webbing - morning PT?
There were lots of large MI17 helicopters parked around the tarmac plus a few smaller what
look like Squirrels machines
At 0730 engines are starting. Wow! No safety briefing, cotton wool is handed out for the
ears, the pilot revs the engines and we begin the long taxi to the runway. Another 10 mins or
so go by and eventually we are airborne into the thick smog above Kathmandu . Visibility is
limited by the smog, the thick haze continues out into the countryside obscuring the view.
The terraces and hills seem to go on forever - there has to be under this smog some very
picturesque countryside.
At 0800 we come out above the haze first to mountains then on our left, forests and terrace
farms below.

0809 Now flying up a bushy valley, back in the haze still the odd terrace farm up high in the
hills. Light scrub is visible on the parts of the rocky hills.
0815 landed in Lukla - Temp 20’ Humidity 52’ with its up hill runway for those landing.
Apparently there have only been 3 crashes here since it was built in 1952 and no one has
been killed.

Breakfast had been prepared for us by Sherpas at the teahouse - good food. Then I went for
a stroll around the town. They seem to be getting good at stone work. Nice stone cottages,
shops etc. There is a steady trail of Sherpas carrying huge loads; one old chap told me that
he was carrying 100kgs. I tried a 50kg load, which felt quite comfortable on the head strap
not that I carried it to far.

Roger

Greg

Some of the real blokes here.

Here and there we see police with SLR’s (Self loading 7.62 rifles like the NZ army used 20+
years ago). There are also lots of zorks around (½ cow ½ yak).
We had a great lunch at 1pm in the tea-house, prepared again by our cooks. Along came the
rain steady but not heavy.
Greg had the afternoon in bed. Not realizing there was bathroom adjoining our room (as the
door looked like it should belong to a cupboard) he pissed in his piss bottle. We both got a
bit of a stick for that!!

Richard and Les Café at Lukla

Paul S at Surke

I went for a stroll to Everest View Lodge up the road and had coffee. The lady and her
husband have had the place for 18 years. The place is built from the stone dug up from the

land it sits on. Solar water and power have been installed. The internet is via satellite
Cooking is done over a big wooden fire. They have 30 plus rooms of accommodation.
1900hrs dinner. Sam still sick, Greg getting better,
Paul R (our guide) brings out his device for measuring our oxygen saturation and pulse.
Apparently at sea level one’s oxygen should be round 100%. Tonight my oxygen is 91% and
pulse 71, which at this altitude is ok.

Tuesday 3 April
Lukla: 2840m, Temp 29
Oxygen Uptake 91, Pulse 56
A beautiful day. I lost count of the number of landings and take offs.
0845 and we were ready to leave after a great breakfast. We headed down the hill into the
valley down steep stepped paths. Many hours work has gone into building tracks. There are
steel footbridges over streams and beautiful stone buildings. We arrived at Sukel - little
villages surrounded by flat farm land - 2280m
Then up to Pakehpani, 2718m where we stopped for lunch after one long steady climb.

We met Pemma, a Sherpa. His brother is apparently a trekking guide at Mt Cook in New
Zealand.
After lunch the track made its way along the side of a hill with not too much up and down.
We passed the local abattiors to witness a zort being killed and bled in the paddock before
being carted inside to be cut up and distributed around the district on the backs of the local
people.
We stood aside as 30 or so mules loaded with two 30kg bags of rice each headed up the
track to Lukla. The mules must have a stronger union than the porters as the next guy we
came across was carrying seven 10L containers full of kerosene plus some other stuff - he
reckoned about 100kg and there was not a hell of a lot of him either.

Zort - cross between cow and yak

Note the stick under basket

Walking and rest stick.

Baby on board

At 1525 we arrived at Puyarun town, our over-night camp. We are now at 2766m

Paul R (guide) entertains the kids
There is nice bush around here. This is a tidy little town. It’s been a really good day’s stroll everyone kept up. This part of Nepal seems to be a bit more basic and not so touristy. We
haven’t seen any other white men since we left Lukla.
Les (Aussie) got a got a leech on his leg. Turned out to be a caterpillar!!!
The kids are very friendly. They were gathered around for photos and various tricks that the
team showed them, including Paul R juggling which was very impressive.
The Sherpas set up our yellow tents, 2-man gear arrived just on dusk, so we set up our
sleeping gear and then we had dinner, another great meal.
2030hrs bed.

Wednesday 4 April
Up at 0600 with gear packed. It’s a clear day with a bit of dew on the tents. The team are in
really good spirits. Piss-taking has started already. Les has a Gore-Tex jacket and takes anti
vitamins much to our amusement.

0745 we are on the move. Half an hour later at the top of a hill a bunch of porters are
gathered looking over a bank. Apparently after a few drinks one had fallen over the edge the
day before and survived. Quite a few of these guys have booze on their breath.
0825 hrs we are at 2899m about to head up a secondary track taking the high road.

0935hrs we reach Khari - 3080m up the top of the high road!! It turned out to be almost a
nice gentle stroll. Paul R gave some instruction to Les and Richard on placing their feet to
assist them in their climb. The track is not as good as it has been but still luxury compared
with the places we go at home.
It is all downhill from here to lunch, a nice walk looking across to a large cultivated area.
Spectacular view but still interrupted by the haze or smog not sure which.
Lunch at 2648m at the Sherpa hotel with great views. We had a long lunch then set off down
the hill, then up and down with a big up to Bhalukhop at 2515m where we had a rest. Once
again great views.

We passed a number of prayer stations with rock slates carved with writing, also some large
rocks carved with letters. Apparently these were done, or paid for by the monastery.
We pass a mob of goats, most of which are muzzled, being driven to Lukla for slaughter better than having to carry them I suppose!!

Porters, locals and some of our team
1540hrs: Panggom - 2894m. It was a fair bit of uphill to get here. A great camp siting with
clusters of houses spread around the flat land tucked in under the hills.

We are seated in the dining room when, Les (Basil Brush) makes a grand entry, falling up the
stairs.
The bowel movements of some are settling down.

Panggom

The smoke drifts out through the roof of this
cottage from the open fire inside with no chimney

We have just had the news that we are staying here tomorrow as there is another group
who was here first and there is a camp 2 days away where there is not room for two groups.

Thursday 5 April
Paul S takes over from Les by getting out of the tent and stepping in his washing water. This
is delivered to our tents every morning just after bed tea, a hot drink of your choice
supposedly to be drunk before getting out of bed. Not sure if any of us actually drink it in
bed but it is always a great way to start the day.
Paul R gave us an excellent talk on the rest of the trip, including strategies on dealing with
altitude. He explained that when time permitted we would do side trips on rest days to get
used to the altitude and to try and sleep lower than we have been.
0915 we begin a stroll up the hill to the Panggom Monastery at 3080m

Paul R gave us instruction on power breathing through the nose. Force air out through
pursed lips, which makes you take in more air.
The monastery is 120 years old with approximately 20 resident monks. Kids come from the
local villages to train as monks. We are welcomed inside and shown the main temple. It is a
bit hard to figure out exactly what it is all about as the main man doesn’t speak English. Paul
R and Paul S seem to have two different versions of who is what and who is writing in the
volumes of prayer books stacked up to one side of the shrine. But it does look like someone
does a huge amount of writing even if no-one ever gets to read it. There is a picture of the
Dali Lama in the corner.
We continue to the top of up the hill behind the monastery, 3291m, a very pleasant stroll.
On the way we learnt and practiced the rest step which looks like some dance party move. It
looks like Paul R has spent a bit of time in night clubs as he demonstrated it so well!! As you

step through, you straighten the supporting leg so the bones are stacked up and the muscles
rest.
The top of this hill is about the height of Mt Tasman in NZ, covered with nice open bush with
lots of rhododendron trees, with nice red flowers.
We discover the chap who owns the tea house we are camped at is the local mayor, a Mr
Angtsering. I decided to have a beer with him and try to find out a bit about the place. All
was going well until the Sirdhar Bim, who was interpreting, heard there was a bunch of
women staying across the way and buggered off to investigate, leaving the mayor and I
staring silently into our beer.
All was not lost as later Greg and I went down the hill and discovered a pipeline running
from a dam to a power station. On investigation we discovered the project was completed in
1998, started by the mayor who got a woman in Kathmandu to raise money through some
French outfit, albeit a bit hard to clarify. The lines are all under ground, the supports for the
300mm pipe are all stone. This power plant seems to supply a fairly large area with 240 volt
power but for lighting only. All the bulbs were of the low wattage, long life type.
Greg and I also came across a couple of hydro powered flour mills, one being operated by a
couple of shy young girls. A race ran the water down to a wooden horizontal wheel on a
shaft which turned a stone on a stone in the shed above. These mills are owned by the
community and people pay a small charge to use them.
We discovered that the local school was built by the Hillary foundation and Sir Ed had stayed
there at the mayor’s place a few times.

Friday 6 April
It was a beautiful day as we headed south up to the pass, past kids peeking out of houses. I’d
love to know what they were thinking.
At 3710m, the top of the pass we run into the 12 World Federation group of Aussie trekkers,
who are also heading for Mera Peak, taking the track up the other side of the valley.
As with most high points around here flags and prayer stones mark the top of the pass. We
are advised that it is custom to go around these clockwise.
Down to a little town called Sale (alala). The landscape is different on this side of the pass,
steeper, and less agricultural. This little town (2 houses) is just here for the tourist season.

Paul R dished out some liquorish allsorts. We are now “friends for life” (even if he does
worship Helen Clarke).
Sibuje 2829m. There is a tea house looking over the valley and a large area of cultivated
land, all neatly manicured. It’s been all downhill from the last stop. We get our first glimpse
of the summit of Mera through the clouds according to the Aussie group, but it turns out not
to be Mera Peak!!!

We head up the valley following the contour of the land with a bit of up and down along the
way, passing a couple of disused flour mills. We round a corner in the track and come across
a saw mill which has been built around a large fallen tree. Timber is stacked ready for
transporting, ranging in size from 6’x1’ to 10’x6’, all cut dead straight in varying lengths. It
has all been done by hand and will be carted from here on someone’s back.

Sam checks out the timber
At 1245pm we arrive at what appears to be a cow farm, our camp for the night, at 2830m.
The cleared land is tucked into a gully with steep, bush-covered hills on 3 sides. The lady
running the show lives here in the summer to feed and fatten her 20 zorts, then moves back
to her village in the winter. She has a few paddocks where she is also growing potatoe,s plus
an area she has made for us to camp as she has recently entered the tourist market.
I went for a stroll up to the ladies cabin where the porters were gathered and was offered
some Sherpa tea, a combination (well as far as I could establish) of milk, salt, flour and
water. You would have to be dying of thirst to enjoy it!!!!
That night a fire was lit and the team of porters danced and sang to the beat of a drum. It
seemed to be the same song with the same beat over and over. They seemed to be having a
great time. The beating of the drum and that song went on most nights after that.

Yes the two girls were porters and carried 30k plus loads.
During the evening I tried to establish exactly how many people we had tagging along to look
after us and came up with the following:


Sirdhar (the bloke in charge) Bim



2 climbing Sherpa’s



2 trekking guides



1 cook



5 kitchen hands - these guys got free food for carrying the kitchen.



1 porter boss



25 porters

Total 37
37 of these people to get 7 fat white men to the top of a hill. Well the other guys weren’t
really fat but it sounded good!!!!!
After some, well lots of, enquiries I discovered that in fact some of the porters were of the
Sherpa breed. Apparently they start their career as a porter and try and work their way up
and if all goes well they may become a climbing Sherpa one day. It would appear that the
people of the non Sherpa variety can only make it to a trekking guide. The Sherpa porters in
our group were all ffom a village a couple of days south of here and had been recruited at
Lukla airport by the Sirdhar on our arrival
Warning!!!! Some of this information may be extremely inaccurate as very few of these
people speak English and they are so polite that they will always give you an answer even if
it is just what they think it is you want to hear.

Saturday 7 April
0630 am- Up packed and ready to move. The hot drinks and hot washing water were great
as usual; the dining tent has been packed. The table, complete with cloth and chairs, is ready
for breakfast.
As I look around, various people are at various states of readiness. Sam reluctantly washes
himself in the bowl of now cold water. After a pep talk from (dad) Dr Paul on the importance
of personal hygiene.
Kit bags when packed are placed on a tarpaulin ready for the porters who will tie 2 together
and then stack some stuff on one end, attach their head strap and off they go with 30-60kgs.
Their normal load is 30-40kgs; a double load is 60-70kgs and earns double the pay, which
depends on the altitude they are at.
At 0800 we are on the move; up and up we go. 2hrs later a new height is recorded - 3343m.
The team is moving together well. There have been many man years put into building this
track. Stones have been made into stairs. The climbs have been through bush, very
picturesque.

Lunch stop

Track cut in under cliff.

A bit of down!!!!

We pass the first patch of snow in the bush, the views are obscured by the mist.
A little more up to 3382m then down, down, down to the lunch camp at 1120hrs.The group
has now split into two. The track compared to the previous one is getting rough, but still is
easy going. We ascend to a creek where we have lunch at 2938m
While we are waiting for our lunch, which is being prepared in the makeshift kitchen set up
on some rocks above us, I wander over to check out what our porters are having for lunch.

They are munching on popcorn after a rice and sumpa breakfast - apparently that sees them
through the day.
It is hard to believe what the cook can come up with here we are in a steep river bed sitting
on boulders eating a three course lunch; soup, followed by fresh baked bread, fish, cheese,
plus dessert of grapes and some unknown berries
David (my brother in Christchurch) sent me a torch, complete with a handle and generator
to recharge it that can also be used to charge other appliances such as camera batteries.
After 6 hours of winding and pissing everyone off with the noise I now have a fully charged
camera battery. Greg now takes up the challenge to charge one of his batteries.
After lunch we strolled up and down for a while until we struck the stairway to heaven. Up
and up and up these stairs went, they were so steep in places you could reach up and touch
the step in front of your shoulder without leaning forward. They appear like they have been
here for ever but are not used very often these days. We pass from time to time the porters
sitting on the side of the track resting their heavy loads.
Rain sets in and we don the Gore-Tex. As we keep heading up the rain turns to hail and back
to rain with thunder and lightning.
We hit 3343m, then there is a bit of down and up to the camp where we arrive at 1530hrs.

The camp is an interesting place with three caves set in a bamboo grove within the forest.
Fires had been built in the upper and lower one and the porters have pots boiling. Some are
shivering quite badly with their light clothing soaked and are making every effort to get
warm around the fire. It has become quite cold.
Tents are erected and our gear arrives dry as the porters have covered most things with
sheets of plastic as the rain began.
Sunday 8th April
We awake to clear blue sky’s and a temperature of 2.9’C
I got a bad dose of diarrhea during the night but it seams to have settled a bit this morning;
was it the Sherpa tea or was it the fish from yesterday’s lunch? I figured out pretty quick it
didn’t really matter just deal with it.
0800 up, up and away - yes up more steps.

At 0900 we are at 3410m and stroll up another ridge - more steps. We rest on the track with
spectacular views of the mountains; no one seems to know the names of them. It is so hard
to establish if one is Mera Peak.
1153hrs we reach 2625m for lunch - again in a river bed after a fair bit of down. This time
there is a village above us and a bridge over the river. An amazing lunch is now being
prepared. Nobody is exactly sure where we are, names on maps and what the locals call
places seem to be somewhat different. Paul R points out that he doesn’t care where we are,
as long as he can get a chopper in to evacuate someone if they get injured.

The track has been a bit rough in places; the last part we were working our way through
snow. We watch in amazement as a heavily laden porter comes down through the snow in
his slip on plastic shoes.
After lunch at 1300hrs we head down the track in the direction of the Ingkhua Khola River.
Although I say down it was mainly down they always manage to put a few ups in these
tracks. From there it was a boulder hopping journey up the river bed as most of the track
seemed to have been washed away.
At this point the diarrhea had returned with ever-increasing force. Eventually the track lead
us back into the forest, and lead us to Tashing Oming. 3530m. This modern looking little
settlement of about 20 stone buildings, complete with a pot belly stove in the mess room,
provided an opportunity to wash and dry a bit of clothing.
Monday 9th April
It is a clear day and the diarrhea has receded after some medication from Paul R. Nine of our
porters left us this morning as they were no longer required. It was lots of cheery smiles and
waves from them as they headed back over the pass to Lukla to find more work. I
understand the ones that were let go, did not have suitable clothing or footwear for further
up the mountain.
At 0900hrs we are on the move up the wide valley passing along the way a new teahouse
being built of stone and timber from the local forest. We are heading for Mosom Kharka,
where the track used to cross the river.

At 1115hrs we are at 3900m and leaving the last of the forest behind; there is just the odd
bit of scrub above us now. We run into a bunch of Himalayan porters we saw on the trail
yesterday. Our team is still going strong. Paul S is carrying way too much.
We stop for lunch at 4000m at 1200. As we walked up the valley we could see the clouds
building down the valley. Light hail started to fall as the southern winds carried the clouds up
the valley. The moisture in the clouds has attached itself to dust particles then frozen,
turning to hail. The thermal lift in the clouds has carried the moisture up, until the weight of
the hail stones cause it to drop out of the sky. We are sitting in a stone hut/shop sharing the
benefits of a fire, smoke and all.

Bim the sidhar and Ang Chhumbi sherpa
Paul R gives us a rather forceful lesson on packing our day packs as one or two of the team
have omitted packing their wet-weather gear. Fortunately the porters were with us at the
time and they were able to extract this equipment from their kit bags.
We continued up the valley in a conversation with our lead climbing Sherpa. His name is Ang
Chumbi Sherpa. I discovered he had summitted Everest in 1993 with Rob Hall and was on
Everest south summit at 7800m when Rob died in 1996. He has been to Everest 4 more
times since then and has also summited many other major peaks.
We arrived in Thangnak at 1600hrs - 4311m. I got diarrhea again on the way but in spite of
that it was a relatively easy day generally with no stairs despite us gaining 731m – our
biggest yet. There are 4 or 5 other groups here about to head up Mera Peak.
This is another nice little settlement with lots of stone walls and buildings. We are in a tea
house with a pot belly stove going, getting nice and warm. You can see sky through the slat
roof. Many roofs are held down by stones.

The lady (Angtege) who runs this place and one further up in the valley lives in Lukla and
comes here in April and May, October and November during tourist season. Her husband
stays in Lukla to look after the kids. Here I had to rig up a rock on a string to keep the door
closed in the tea house dining room. These guys did not learn to put blocks in holes when
they were kids!!
At dinner, it is announced that Richard will not be attempting the summit, but will travel
with us to base camp. Richard says that he has found the going really hard all the way and

accepts that he has reached his limit. He thanked Paul R for all the knowledge he has
imparted along the way and the rest of the team for their support. Richard also says on the
other hand, that this has been a truly amazing learning experience.
Tuesday 10th April
My knees felt pretty tired during the night; took Voltaren last night and this morning. It’s a
beautiful day and we have great views; snow has come down on the east side of the valley.
Views of hanging glaciers on both sides of the valley are spectacular. Breakfast is served on
one of the many terraces in the warm sun, looking up the valley towards our next camp.
At 1000hrs Paul S, Sam, Les, Greg and I go for a stroll up the hill to the southwest of our
camp to 4545m, another high. The weather is not too good, so we are sitting it out to enjoy
the 57% of oxygen there relative to sea level.

After 15mins we decided to move on up. No Paul R or Sherpas with us today. The boys in
charge of ourselves, up we go to a new height of 4620m, then we stop for 10min. The bad
weather has come in so we head down getting back at 1245hrs.
I witness a porter arriving with 20L of Raxcy. As far as I can establish this is a combination of
millet, wheat, popcorn and water - a local wine that tastes more like fire water. A large jug of
this stuff sells for about 100 rupees; it seems to have a fairly intoxicating effect on those
game to partake. I’m sure there was one night where Sam believed that he could speak the
local language, after consuming some of this.
Wednesday 11th April
Great sleep, best yet! Stomach more settled. 0300hrs there was lightning all around the
mountains, stars were out, with some cloud around the mountains.
0700 sky clearing, sunny. The teahouse owner tells me she plants potatoes here in May so
that they are ready for harvest in September for the influx of tourists in October and
November.
0805hrs we cross the valley to the east, then up the moraine, steadily climbing to 4600m
where we reach a basin. In the middle of the basin there is a stone walled building covered
with a tarpaulin. Another not-so-up-market teahouse/shop. You can buy coke, fags and a
Nescafe along with a few other items.
A quick cup of hot lemon, and then Greg and I head across the basin to the nearest hill. This
time it is just a track; there are no steps here - up and up until we reach Khare camp at
1205hrs. At 4900m this village of some 20 stone buildings with terraced areas to erect tents
on is our base camp. We head into the teahouse for a hot drink, after first walking a few
meters up behind the teahouse to make sure we reached the 4900m mark. The shop in this
teahouse sells beer, whiskey, sprite, Pringles, fags and more.

Richard comes in quite some time after the rest of us, but arrives with a look of achievement
on his face after struggling with the altitude.
Thursday 12th April
We woke up to clear sky after a little snow last night. We have some lessons in putting on
plastic boots, gators and crampons. Then we went for a stroll up the hill heading for the
Mera Glacier. I got a bollocking from Paul R for carrying too much gear. The excess was
confiscated and given to one of the Sherpas.
At 1100 we made the last teahouse, another set of stone walls with a tarpaulin over it, at
5156m for a long break.

Paul and Sam are having trouble with their plastic rented boots. Crampons are attached and
we head up the steep snow covered slope to the main glacier at 5365m where we meet for
some time to become acclimatized the new altitude.
I decide to do a few pushups, in practice for the summit attempt. My old mate Pat Fox, now
in England, issued me a challenge before I left. Part way through these Les decides to come
and sit on my shoulders, which put a stop to that.
It was a long downhill stroll back to base camp, with the last of our team getting in over an
hour after the first. I got chatting to an Indian lady, who had pulled out from the advance to
high camp earlier in the day because she left without breakfast and two hours from the high
camp, her guide sent her back to base camp, a four hour journey. She was very tired and
hungry at this point.
As we tried to get to sleep that night, to the sound of the drum and the singing, some of the
group were experiencing headaches, brought on by the altitude.
Friday 13th April
Rest day. Up at 0800hrs, pretty cruisy day

I was told this was a sacred flightless bird which just after this pic flew of down the valley.
We had a lecture on the plan for the next few days.
- Tomorrow, Saturday, we move to high camp, 5800m. In case some people are
struggling they may camp at Mera La 5400m
- Sunday is summit day. We will delay our departure until 4am to prevent us getting
knocked back by the cold. After summiting, we will attempt to return to base camp.
- Monday is contingency day; in case of bad weather, or unforeseen circumstance, this
will become summit day.
There are some equipment concerns: Paul and Sam have hired boots and crampons which
do not fit too well. Paul R has lent Sam some super gators which counter boots. Hopefully
they will be sufficient. Paul R has also lent Paul S some crampons which fit in his hired boots
ok.
As the day progresses there is news from people returning from the summit. The first is two
French men who were in the group with the Indian woman, they set off at 0200hrs, one
made it and the other got cold feet and turned back. Three Belgians set off at 0100hrs and
were beaten by the cold. Eighteen Girl Guide leaders made it to high camp, aged from 18 to
63; six attempted the summit; two made it.
A list of equipment to be moved to high camp, tomorrow has been issued. Thermo mat, air
mattress, sleeping bag, extra light layer of clothing, piss bottle, thermos and spare sox for
summit attempt.
Saturday 14th April
Today is the big day - we move to high camp 5800m
At 0745hrs we are on the move, stopping at the last teahouse to put on our plastic boots
and crampons. Up we go on to the Mera La Glacier, where we remove crampons. A gentle
stroll along the glacier stopping for lunch (this time a packed lunch handed to us before we
left). We split our water bottles and fill them with clean snow to allow extra drinking water
for the next 400m climb. One of mine freezes solid which made for a thirsty last 200 meters.
Paul R gets out his jet boil to assist with some of the water supply and off we go for the long
steady climb to high camp.

Wow what a place! Tents are perched on the edge of a cliff under a huge rock, the kitchen is
in place. It’s 1430hrs when we arrive, boots off and into tent. Les is suffering quite badly
from a headache, which requires medication, and is a little upset at how close his tent is to
the cliff edge. Greg is also suffering a headache but his is fixed with a couple of Panadol. I
have been lucky and only had a couple of light headaches earlier on in the trip.
A lemon drink, is delivered, then we are into our sleeping bags to try and rest. Dinner is
delivered to the tent about 1700hrs then we try to sleep. I can’t sleep suffering really badly
Cheyne-stokes breathing.
Paul S has decided to call it quits at the high camp, enabling his son, Sam, to use his plastic
boots, which are a better fit and will lessen the chance of frost bite.
I finally got to sleep and then I was woken by lack of breath, as the body slipped into normal
breathing like at sea level. At this altitude there is only 47% of the oxygen in the air that
there is at sea level so the breathing system goes into a panic state, trying to suck in air.
Total concentration is required on one’s breathing to try and prevent this. Each time I start
to drift off to sleep, my mind wanders and I lose concentration and find myself sitting-up
gasping for air again. This goes on for several hours, until finally at some point I drift off, to
be woken by the banging of pots and pans at about 0100hrs.
Sunday 15th April - Summit Day
At 0230hrs bed tea is delivered, followed by breakfast. I struggle to force down a couple of
bowls of porridge. My usually healthy appetite seems to have disappeared as has Greg’s.
Something that we were warned about. Every effort is made to stuff some food down our
throats knowing that every ounce of energy will be needed over the next few hours.
At 0400 we were up on the snow, kitted up, ready to go, crampons, boots, 3 layers bottom, 4
top, headlamps lighting up the snow around us. The head climbing Sherpa’s head lamp goes
out so Paul R packs a sad and after much ranting and raving, and the removal of the Sirdhar
bim (he had decided to invite himself along) from the party, finally we are underway.
It is a long hard stroll up and up. Legs get tired - where has all that fitness gone? We stop
periodically to adjust our clothing, to ensure that we are not working up a sweat, or getting
too cold. The decision to leave at 0400hrs has been a good one, because the fingers and toes
seem to be maintaining a comfortable temperature. We are roped together about 10 meters
apart just in case one of us should go sliding off into one of the many crevasses along the
way.

Day light gradually exposes amazing mountain ranges behind us and to the north including
Everest, Makalu, Kanchen Junga, Cho Oyu, Lottse, and Nuptse, all over 8000m.

Up we go on and on. When are we going to see the summit? There seems to be false crest
after false crest on this mountain. Paul R comes down our roped line and gives us a carboshot. I don’t really notice any difference; it is still a struggle. Finally we see the summit. We
stop and talk to another group who tells us that the trekking summit is up ahead and the
climbing summit, a little further on.
We are given the option, the trekking summit, or the climbing summit. We opt for the
climbing summit. We climb onto a shelf, just below the summit. The last 30m is done with
the aid of a rope. We arrive on the summit at 0930hrs. The views are spectacular and group
photos are taken. I know the photos will never capture the view as we saw it that day. It was
like someone had taken a large digger and dug out most of the ground between us and Mt
Everest opening up the bowels of the earth just for us. I am sure it is a memory the four of us
will treasure for the rest of our lives, something special we will never fully be able to
describe to someone who hasn’t seen it. Our timing was perfect as there was just a wisp of
cloud gathering above Mt Everest.

After some 20 minutes on the top it was back down the rope to the shelf under the summit
and time to deal with what Pat Fox maintains is the highest altitude for 20 pushups on
Kilimanjaro 5895m - the record is now 25 at 6440m.
We split into two groups and head down at 1015hrs to high camp. It is now that we realize
just how steep the climb was.

Back at high camp at 1145 we are presented with food, which no one is very interested in.
We are all a little stuffed. The oxygen content here is only about 43% of that at sea level.

At around 1230 we start the long journey down to base camp, arriving at 1430. A cough has
got a hold of me, so it’s into the sleeping bag for couple of hours before dinner. After dinner
a cake is presented to us by the cooks for Sam’s birthday and to celebrate our victory: Sam,
Greg, Les and I making it to the summit. According to Paul R, we are now officially ‘high
altitude climbers’.
Monday 16th April
We depart Khara camp at 1000hrs for a gentle stroll down the valley, watching hanging
glaciers fall from the mountains with the roar of a jet engine. The sun is shining as we stop at
Tangnak for lunch. The body is still feeling a bit on the tired side of things, as the odd up-hill
bit in the track on the way down, takes quite a bit of effort.

Paul S comes in 1½ hours after the rest of us, with a swollen knee from a fall yesterday while
descending from high camp. We have decided to stay here tonight and get a chopper to
come in and evacuate Paul S, Sam and Richard tomorrow morning.

There is a steep rock face above us which is quite spectacular. As the cloud is closing in at
1400 we were very lucky with the weather for our climb yesterday. The lower hills around
are covered with what appeared to be miniature pine trees, with a sweet fragrance.

Tuesday 17th April
How things change! The only chopper available is a Russian MI17 cargo transport machine
capable of carrying 24 people. It can fly over 7000m and can land/take-off at 6000m with a
cruise speed of 255 km/hr at a cost of US$7500 to fly in and pick Paul up. As Sam is going
with Paul Richard also opts for the chopper. Les is reluctant to fly and wants to finish the
walk, he is also very apprehensive about the safety of the chopper. Part of me wants to
finish the walk, the other part wants to see the view from the air and also go for a ride in this
beast. In the end, it is decided that we will go by air.
The evening was spent working out how much we should tip the porters: 2400R each person
is decided, which costs us 9000R each, plus we give some gifts to various people who have
been of some assistance to us.
I gave my wind-up torch to Ang Chumbi Sherpa, a bed roll to Kami Sherpa and some other
odds and ends to various other people.
At 0815 we head to the L.Z., a rough piece of land with a little gully below the town. The
sound of the rotors echoes up in the gully and bang on time in shudders the beast to where
a porter is waving his red scarf.

After some maneuvering to avoid boulders the pilot gets all three wheels on the ground. In
go the bags, followed by the 7 of us, plus one trek leader, C. Ard, who snuck in as he is a
relation of the pilot.
Up we go straight up, then down the valley looking down at the route we had come. At
Shebui we cross the pass flying over Panggom, viewing the monastery from the air and the
path we had taken from Lukla to to Panggom. Great views as we had expected, miles and
miles of terraces and farm land kept in pristine condition, and at varied stages of cultivation.
After about 30mins flying we land in what looks like a paddock with a bit of building material
in it. This turns out to be our refueling stop at Jiri. The burly Russian co-pilot comes out of
the cockpit, with a fag in his mouth, followed by the slim, well-dressed Nepalese captain.
Another big fellow comes into the cabin and digs around under our baggage to locate a
funnel with a cloth filter which someone points out that it looks “a bit like grandma’s
nightie”.
I have a bit of a yarn to the pilot and find out that this machine was built in 1993 and that
you can pick one up for 11mil USD. Kids gather around the door and love being
photographed. They are handed a few left over lollies.
Eventually the refueling is complete, a few extra people jump on board and we continue the
journey to ‘smoggy Kathmandu’. On landing, and taxiing for some time we park amongst
more of these MI17’s, most of which have U.N markings. A bus collects us and our kit. We
are driven to the exit gate and loaded into an air-conditioned van.
It’s back into the dirty bustle of the city. We are driven to the Dwarinka’s Hotel - Paradise,
totally void from the filth outside.

It is a bit hard to establish exactly what this place used to be. Some say a club, some say a
hospital. Some chap preserved it in 1998 and turned it into a unique hotel. Apparently out
the back all the bricks were handmade as was a lot of the unique wood work. All in all, it is a
pretty unique place. Like most things in this city, they just haven’t got around to finishing
some of the detail. We all put in and shouted Paul R a night here as he is still running around
after us.

Les Paul R Paul S Richard Roger Sam Greg.
The team has dinner together in one of the main restaurants with normal humor and
jousting between the Aussies and Kiwis. Disaster nearly struck when Paul S was delivered
and accepted the wrong bottle of wine (a chardonnay instead of a sauvignon blanc).
Wednesday 18th April
Greg and I headed to the airport at 1100hrs to try and get a stand-by flight to Bangkok, as
we were not booked until the 24th. We hung around at the airport until 1330he, when we
were finally told, “hard luck – no seats available”. So we headed into town to the Thai
Airways office, to try and get a stand-by seat there, again to be told, hard luck.
After a pizza at Fire and Ice we got a rickshaw for the several kilometer journey back to the
hotel. The poor driver, had bitten-off a bit more than he could chew, as we had to get off
and walk up some of the hills. He looked pretty knackered by the time he got us to the hotel.
Thursday 19th April
Off to the airport again at 1200. This time we were lucky in getting a flight to Bangkok and a
flight back to Auckland the following day.

Two not quite skinny blokes arrive home 21 April 2007 without a scratch!!!
To end this I would like to give my assessment of Kathmandu: A place where a long time ago
someone made an effort to build a city but then gave up!!!

